PACK 5: TOURING CAR SPORTS DRIVING + FORMULA CARS + 4X4
Our company offers the chance to enjoy an intensive day with simultaneous driving courses with our touring cars
guided by our experts, and a timed session with formula cars on the Replica Circuit and also a parallel 4x4
activity on our off-road track. This is all carried out at a tailor-made event with duration of 4 hours.

TOURING CARS + FORMULA CARS + 4X4– Ref. CFT1
DESCRIPTION
The marvellous track is a replica of the RICARDO TORMO Grand Prix race track, measuring 8 m wide, is
the perfect stage. Participants will be able to enjoy a session driving Formula cars in an environment featuring
one of the main circuits at international level. Likewise, on the same day you will enjoy an intensive driving
course on our school circuit with our touring cars and an activity on our off-road tracks with 4x4 vehicles.
- In a joint activity featuring Formula cars, attendees will also take an intensive sports driving course using our
fleet of vehicles in addition to a 4x4 activity on our off-road tracks.
- Depending on the number of attendees, the pupils will be divided into groups and will change among the
different activities until all attendees have done all activities.
PUBLIC
Anybody holding a valid Class B driving licence. This activity is particularly suitable for motorsport driving and
competition lovers.
CONTENTS.
- Safety and driving briefing.
- Dividing into work groups.
- 6 lap session in Formula cars
- Second 6-lap session in Formula cars
- The remaining groups will be carrying out touring car sports driving activities at the same time. Consisting of
the following work stations depending on the members of the group:
- Driving position and safety in view of possible accidents
- Slalom and dynamic control of weight and inertia.
- Emergency braking techniques (with and without ABS)
- skid control
- Aquaplaning
- At the same time another group will carry out the 4x4 activity
- Rotations are carried out until all the participants have carried out all the activities.
- End of activity.
TOTAL DURATION– (4 hours), for large groups the activity can be extended by agreement with the customer
NUMBERS – The activity can be arranged for groups of 8 people or more
REQUIREMENTS AND REMARKS
- Maximum height of participants: 1.90 m.
- Maximum weight of participants: 100 kg.
- Over 18 years old
- This activity is for closed business or private groups on the date agreed depending on the availability of the
circuit and the customer's availability.
- The programme may be modified or suspended due to weather or safety factors.
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VENUE - Replica Circuito FAST – CIRCUIT VALENCIA (Cheste) Valencia
- Circuito Escuela FAST – CIRCUIT VALENCIA (Cheste) Valencia
- Off-road circuit
VEHICLES - Formula TOYOTA cars
- Touring cars from the groupSEAT-AUDI-VW fitted with system override controls (ABS, TCS,
ESP).
- 4x4 vehicles
PRICES
- Enquire, depending on number of participants in the group and option chosen.
(Book date and time for closed groups by e-mailing info@escuelacircuitvalencia.com or calling us on 96 251 80
51)
INCLUDES
- Use of Replica Circuit track (karting version) and facilities and school circuit and off-road circuit.
- Use of circuit Formula cars (12 laps)
- Support marshal for fitting in Formula cars
- Personal accident insurance
- Complementary material (helmet, hygiene protector)
- Vehicles for driving activity. (Number of touring cars, 4x4s and work bases depending on number of attendees)
- Professional instructors for sports driving activities.
- Consumables (fuel and tyres, etc.)

Touring car sports driving + 4x4 + Formula cars (4 hours) – Ref. CFT1 Enquire about prices depending on
number of attendees
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